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Motivation



Register Allocation in a Just-in-Time Compiler

 Register Allocation at run time
Spend compile time budget wisely

 Compilation units are potentially large
Aggressive speculative optimizations, e.g., inlining or duplication

| Profiling information available!
Optimize for the common case
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Global Register Allocation
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Problem with Global Approaches

The global scope is not adequate because…

…not all parts are equally important

…cold parts can (negatively) influence hot parts

…compile time does not scale w.r.t. method size
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 Focus on the Common Case
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 Focus on the Common Case
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Research Questions

Can the trace-based approach…

RQ1: …reach the same quality of allocation as a
(state-of-the-art) global allocator?

RQ2: …be as fast as a global allocator?

RQ3: …enable fine-grained control
w.r.t. compile-time vs. allocation quality trade-offs?
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Trace Register Allocation Framework



Overview
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1. Trace Building

Find Traces in CFG
Based on profiling data2. Global Liveness Analysis

Live variables at block boundaries

3. Trace Selection

Start with hot Traces

4. Allocate (single) Trace

Independent of other Traces
Different Strategy depending on Trace

5. Data-flow Resolution

Resolve data-flow mismatches
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Allocation Strategies
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What is a Register Allocation Strategy?

A register allocation algorithm for a single Trace

Simple structure: Linear sequence of code
nice liveness properties (no holes, SSA-form)

(basically a large basic block)
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Evaluation using the Graal Compiler



Allocation Strategies

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

. . .

Trivial Trace

Fast StrategyBottom-Up

Linear Scan

foreach trace

Global Liveness
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Trace-based Linear Scan

 code quality  compile time
both comparable to global Linear Scan

Bottom-Up

 code quality  compile time
valid allocation as fast as possible
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Trace Register Allocation Policy

Strategy 1
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. . .

Trivial Trace

Fast StrategyBottom-Up

Linear Scan

foreach trace
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allocate trace
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Which Traces are important (Linear Scan) and which are not (Bottom-Up)?
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“Trace Register Allocation Policies” at ManLang 2017

 Evaluated 8 parameterized policies

 Compared 14 configurations

 Analyzed the compile time vs. peak performance impact
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ABSTRACT
Register allocation is an integral part of compilation, regardless

of whether a compiler aims for fast compilation or optimal code

quality. State-of-the-art dynamic compilers often use global register

allocation approaches such as linear scan. Recent results suggest

that non-global trace-based register allocation approaches can com-

pete with global approaches in terms of allocation quality. Instead

of processing the whole compilation unit (i.e., method) at once, a

trace-based register allocator divides the problem into linear code

segments, called traces.

In this work, we present a register allocation framework that

can exploit the additional �exibility of traces to select di�erent

allocation strategies based on the characteristics of a trace. This

provides us with �ne-grained control over the trade-o� between

compile time and peak performance in a just-in-time compiler.

Our framework features three allocation strategies: a linear-

scan-based approach that achieves good code quality, a single-pass

bottom-up strategy that aims for short allocation times, and an

allocator for trivial traces.

To demonstrate the �exibility of the framework, we select 8

allocation policies and show their impact on compile time and peak

performance. This approach can reduce allocation time by 7%–43%

at a peak performance penalty of about 1%–11% on average.

For systems that do not focus on peak performance, our ap-

proach allows to adjust the time spent for register allocation, and

therefore the overall compilation time, thus �nding the optimal

balance between compile time and peak performance according to

an application’s requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Register allocation is an integral part of compilers that produce

code for register machines, which is the predominant type of archi-

tectures found in computers today. Its task is to map an arbitrary

number of variables to a limited set of physical registers of the pro-

cessor. Many sub-problems of register allocation are NP-complete

in general, for instance spill free register allocation [Chaitin et al.,

1981], minimizing spill costs [Farach and Liberatore, 1998], or regis-

ter coalescing [Bouchez et al., 2007]. Therefore, register allocation

needs to make a trade-o� between the time spent on �nding a

solution and the resulting code quality. One of these trade-o�s is

whether to perform register allocation locally, i.e. on the scope of a

basic block, or globally by looking at the whole compilation unit,

i.e., a method. The advantage of local approaches is that they are

simple since they do not need to handle control �ow. However,

optimization potential is limited by the narrow scope. Global algo-

rithms, on the other hand, o�er more opportunities for improving

code quality. However, due to the problem size, compile time easily

becomes a bottleneck. In modern JIT compilers, compile-time trade-

o�s become especially important, because aggressive inlining leads

to large compilation units, which are a challenge for global register

allocation approaches.

Trace-based register allocation, proposed by Eisl et al. [2016],

solves the problem with an approach that is neither global nor local.

Instead of processing a whole method at once, the basic blocks
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Allocation Policies (Selection)

Ratio (p) “Use Linear Scan for the first p% Traces”

GlobalLSRA “Global Linear Scan” (for reference)

TraceLSRA “Always use Trace-based Linear Scan”

BottomUp “Always use Bottom-Up”
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Results – Peak Performance vs. Compile Time (Ratio)
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RQ1:

Quality of a global allocator? 

RQ2:

As fast as a global allocator? 

RQ3:

Fine-grained trade-offs? 

Results for DaCapo/Scala DaCapo (lower is better)
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Summary



Highlights of the Trace Register Allocation Framework

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

. . .

Trivial Trace

Fast StrategyBottom-Up

Linear Scan

foreach trace

Global Liveness

Build Traces

Resolve Data Flow

allocate trace

Policy

sw
itc
h

Novel non-global register allocator

More flexible than existing approaches

Designed for JIT compilation
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